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About Us
In 2004, a group of SMU students embarked on the inaugural S.A.I.L (Student Active Involvement
Program, which centred on a sailing trip to the island of Pulau Aur. With their interest in keelboat
sailing thus kindled, a core group of 7 students from the trip formed the SMU Sailing Club and began
taking part in local keelboat events.

Since then, successive batches of sailors have dreamt big and sailed hard, making our club the
foremost tertiary keelboat sailing club in Singapore today. We are based in Raffles Marina and sail
regularly on five keelboats. These boats are our two Platu Farr25s, SMUve and SMUmad, as well as
three J24s, Shengli, Quarterdeck and Jangan Main Main. Aside from being familiar faces in the local
sailing fraternity, we are most fortunate to enjoy the support of sailors, marinas, and regatta organizers
in and out of Singapore. In a similar fashion, we hope to be able to contribute back to the sailing
community by promoting sailing as a lifestyle within the youth fraternity.

We aim to make an impact not just inside the sailing community but outside as well. Working with
Sailability Singapore at our very own Western Circuit Sailing Regatta, we assist the disabled athletes
there with their training sessions which would help to further the sailing experience to greater reaches
of the community.

One of the highlights of being part of SMU Sailing Club is the international exposure our sailors
receive. As part of our growing profile as the foremost tertiary sailing club in Singapore, we have been
privileged to be invited to numerous regattas in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, China and more. The
club and sailors have benefited from such exposure, learning tools of the trade from more skilful
sailors and most importantly making friends and contacts that will last a lifetime. As the club grows in
strength and in resources, we hope to be able to continue to improve the standard of our sailors and
at the same time bring the sailing experience to more students in the tertiary environment. Through
this, we believe that would set the standard for skills development and ensure we stay at the forefront
of tertiary sailing in Singapore.

Vision

Every student in SMU is given the
opportunity to sail, race, develop
and grow as sailors and as
leaders, regardless of prior sailing
experience.

Methodology

To be the foremost tertiary sailing
club in Singapore by pursuing
competitive excellence both
locally and regionally.

Philosophy

Strong senior-junior relationships
and a well structured training
program enable a seamless 2 way
transfer of knowledge and
expertise.

SMU Sailing provides exciting and
challenging training and leadership
opportunities to any motivated and
passionate student with the aim of character
e n h a n c e m e n t , p e r s o n a l g ro w t h a n d
acquisition of new skills. Training sailors;
developing leadership.

Mission

2004

Our Milestones

A group of SMU Students embark on the inaugural S.A.I.L (Student Active
Involvement Program) to Pulau Aur. SMU Sailing is born.

2005

Debut showing at the Top of the Gulf Regatta 2005. Shengli is adopted by the club.

2006

SMU Sailing acquires 1st Platu 25, SMUve

2007

First Western Circuit Sailing Regatta run between SMU & Raffles Marina (RM). SMU
Sports Scholarship formed by 2 of our sailors.

2008

SMU Sailing acquire 2nd Platu 25, SMUMad.

2009

1st Exchange program with University of Western Australia takes place.

2010

5 Members of SMU Sailing are selected for the World University Championships. SMU
Sailing membership is introduced Affiliation with Singapore Sailing Federation (SSF).

2011

Partnership with Barclays to promote sailing in the corporate field. Launch of
www.smusailing.com and Facebook page. SMU Sailing won keelboat match racing
league.

2012
2013
2014

Signing of MOU with SSF for use of Marina bay and SB20s. Organising of Inaugural
Asia Pacific Student Cup Acquiring of 3 SB20s, 1 in RM and 2 in Marina Bay.
Acquisition of 2 J24s, Quarterdeck and Juno. Participation in the Inaugural Pan
Pacific Asia University Championship. Overhaul of boats.
SMU SAILING TURNS 10!!! 8 members of SMU Sailing represent Singapore at the
World University Championships.

2015
2016

Debut at 1st Transworld Invitational Regatta. Sale of alumni boat, Xtra SMUve, at
the 18th Western Circuit Sailing Regatta.
First inaugural Keelin' It organised. 10 Members of SMU Sailing represent Singapore
at the World University Championships in Perth, Australia. WOMEN’S TEAM
CLINCHED 3RD PLACE!!

2017

First inaugural Inter-tertiary Sailing Championships organised and initiated by SMU
Sailing, hosted in Raffles Marina and a recognised sailing event by SSF.
Western Circuit Regatta turns 20!!!

2018

2 SMU Sailors represent Singapore at the World University Championships in
Cherbourg, France. Debut at the Subic Bay Cup Regatta. The club bids a teary
farewell to our beloved SB20, SMUxy.

Bernice Foo
President

Opening Address
Dear sailors, OSL managers, friends and stakeholders of SMU Sailing, 2018 has been yet another
great year for the club. On behalf of the 14th Executive Committee, I would like to express my
heartfelt thanks and gratitude to everyone, for making the year a smooth-sailing one.

Achievements
We kicked off 2018 by receiving the Silver Award for the University Student Life Awards in the
Sports (Events) category. This would not be possible without the hard work put in by the 13th
Executive Committee and the support by all the SMU Sailing members.
We maintained our edge in both international and local regattas. Notable achievements would be
podium finishes in the 3rd Nongsa Regatta, Subic Bay Cup Regatta 2018, RSYC Regatta 2018 and
our very own Western Circuit Sailing Regatta. We are also proud and honoured to have two SMU
Sailors represent Singapore in the FISU World University Championship 2018.

Club’s Changes
2018 saw a few changes being made to the club. This year, we welcomed a new OSL manager,
Daniel Goh. Despite being new to SMU Sailing, Daniel has been a great help to us and we are very
grateful for his support and guidance. In addition, there was also a shift in objectives to meet. The
school has placed greater importance on holistic development and learning outcomes. Hence,
reflection reports and learning outcomes are implemented after regattas in order to facilitate better
learning among the club members and to better engage the school authorities with what we do.
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Engagement with the school and community
We have been actively engaging the school community in the form of events, such as Sports Camp
2018, Keelin’ It and Sailing 101 sessions. Such events help us reach out to the school population, to
allow us to better showcase what our club does and to build pipelines for recruitment. We have
also partnered with Windsurfing to help out with the Freshmen Orientation Camp activities.

With regards to community service engagement, our annual Western Circuit Sailing Regatta
(WCSR) has always been our pride. This year, we extended the CSP portion once again with
Sailability in order to offer more help to the disabled sailors.

Alumni Relations
Our biggest assets are our alumni sailors. Weekly trainings, regattas and events are just some of
the many ways in which we have engaged with our alumni throughout the year. The annual
networking session held in September, provided a great platform for the alumni and undergraduate
sailors to exchange stories and reminisce about the good old times.

Closing Address
Once again, I would like to thank everyone for making 2018 a great year for SMU Sailing. I still
remember the day I was elected in and oh my god, how time flies! This Exco journey was not a
walk in the park but it has been a very fulfilling one! I would like to take this opportunity to give a
shout out to my 14th Executive Committee for being the best team I can ever ask for! No words
can describe how thankful I am to have such a wonderful team fighting alongside me. It’s been an
honour to serve as the President of SMU Sailing and I believe we have done our best to serve the
club. Thank you everyone for your support and patience in us!
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Kenny Chee
Vice President

Working hard to achieve the school’s vision of a balance between competitive excellence and
holistic development, 2018 has been a challenging but fulfilling year as the Exco worked to shift
our objectives and portfolio to achieve this goal. Our club has adapted to this new focus and it has
challenged us to be a little more creative as we grow and mature. Personally, I am extremely
grateful for the very cohesive and bonded relationships between our Exco, which has allowed us
to overcome challenges productively. In addition, our club manager, Daniel, and all OSL managers
have been nothing short of amazing and very helpful and we could not have asked for more.

Safety Matters
Our club places safety at the forefront of our priorities and always takes it into consideration when
carrying out our trainings, competitions and events. Our seniors’ awareness of safety procedures
and standards has reinforced our safety culture as adherence to these requirements is enforced by
them, thereby educating the future batches. Our observance of safety procedures both on and off
water requires constant vigilance and enforcement not just by the Exco, but also each individual
member. As such, it is heartening to report that there have been no major incidents that threaten
safety at all for the year of 2018. Of course, we must not be complacent and slip up and continue
to uphold our strict codes in order to keep the club incident free.

Safety Standard Operating Procedures (SSOP)
2018 has seen a much-needed updating of our SSOP, the core safety ‘constitution’ of which all of
our safety procedures stem from. These include minor changes to terms and definitions (eg.
‘sailing race’ to ‘regatta’) as well as inclusions of major safety procedures that we always observe
but have not been updated in the SSOP. These changes were then submitted to our club manager
Daniel and safety centre manager Zhi Chang for review and approval.
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Certification
As part of our club’s SSOP, all new members of SMU Sailing are required to hold a Level 1 Dinghy
Proficiency Certificate. This is the lowest level certification to ensure that all of our sailors have the
basic skills and knowledge of sailing and safety during sailing. As always, Changi Sailing Club has
given us their utmost support in helping us to organise this course for the new members of our club.

Aside from this, some of our Exco members have undergone and passed various safety related
courses as dictated by our SSOP. These are the CPR + AED course as well as the basic First Aid
Course.

Club Events
Our club has many events to look forward to each year, both official and unofficial.
As one of SSU’s core clubs, we make it a point to take part in the various SSU events every year.
These include supporting the sailors that we’ve nominated for Sports Awards Night, the annual
Sports Camp for freshmen and beach games extravaganza Waikiki. Through these events, we aim to
bond with the larger SSU population as a whole, strengthening connections through competition and
collaboration with our fellow athletes.

To raise awareness and allow members of the public and SMU to experience sailing with us, we have
organised various events such as Sailing 101 and Keelin’ it. These allow participants to experience
sailing and learn the basics of the sport, and of course having fun in the process. These events also
allow us to scout for potential talent that would like to compete and achieve with the club.

While we do work hard, we try to keep it balanced with some play as well. Each year, we hold various
parties for the festivals and events that occur throughout the year. Examples of these are our
Christmas parties, Mooncake Festival parties and Graduation parties. At these events (usually house
parties), the sailors cooperate to bring food and drinks that we can all enjoy together. After which,
depending on the purpose of celebration, we then play games with themes involved. Last year’s
graduation party saw us bidding farewell to our formerly year 4 seniors while our Christmas party saw
us getting together for our exciting gift exchange. These unofficial get-togethers allow us to spend
time and bond with each not just each other, but also keep in touch with our alumni base when they
show up for these events.
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21st Western Circuit Sailing Regatta
2018 saw yet another successful WCSR co-hosted by SMU and Raffles Marina. Co-chaired by
myself and another SMU sailor, Rebecca Goh, with Bernice as Race Secretary, this year’s edition of
WCSR went off without a hitch as it saw more than 350 participants from around the region.
Improving upon last year’s WCSR, we had a much better auction with a far more receptive crowd
during the banquet on the final night. In addition, our volunteer management was more efficient,
and the event as a whole was well received once more by the sailors and Raffles Marina staff.

We can attribute this success to the strong working relationships between Raffles Marina, Sailability
as well as our own SMU staff from OSL and various other departments. Their guidance and support
have been crucial in ensuring the success of the 21st WCSR.

Of course, we must not forget the hard work and dedication put in by our very own organising
committee. The hours, effort and sacrifices have led to the almost flawless execution of the event.

I am sure that all of the stakeholders in this event would continue to put their utmost into the future
editions and I look forward to many more wonderful WCSRs in the future.

In Conclusion
While achievements are no doubt important, I will treasure my Exco term for the close relationships
formed not just with my fellow Exco members, but also the other stakeholders of SMU Sailing that I
have had the pleasure of working with. These include but are not limited to the current members
and alumni of SMU Sailing, our OSL managers, Raffles Marina Staff, Singapore Sailing Federation,
Sailability and various other stakeholders.

Being able to serve the club for a year has been a fantastic experience with many lessons learnt
and bonds forged along the way.

I am very grateful for a year of challenges and fun in 2018.

Passing the baton on to the next batch of Exco members, I look forward to many more years of
sailing with SMU Sailing and am excited for what is in store for our club yet.
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Darryl Tan
Honorary General Secretary

Harloww Errbodehhh,
It feels like it was just yesterday that I was elected into the 14th Exco to serve as the Honorary
General Secretary (HGS) of Sailing. I still vividly remember me stumbling and failing to recite my
opening election speech. Ahhh, how time flies! That aside, as the HGS, I was responsible for most
of the administrative tasks which ranged from handling boat documents to the updating of SLiMs
records for all yall sailors!

Constitution Update
During my term, our Exco called for an Extraordinary General Meeting to update certain articles in
the constitution. After a gruelling 3 hours of questioning and debating, we finalized version 0.3 of
the constitution. The updated constitution has since been uploaded on our website since
September 2018 - do have a look at it!

Alumni Relations
As with each passing year, a new batch of undergraduates join the alumni base. We are very
grateful for the continuous support of the alumni. From sacrificing their precious weekends to
come back to train with us to using their precious annual leave to help support the teams that we
send for overseas regattas; I speak on behalf of all undergraduates, from the bottom of our hearts,
a very big thank you!
We would also like to thank the SMU Sailing Alumni Exco for organising and hosting the Alumni
Networking session held at The Alcove. The event provided undergraduates with an opportunity to
get to know some of our seniors from many batches ago! The event was certainly a great
opportunity for the SMU Sailing family to get to know one another better.
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Undergraduate Membership
At the start of the 2018/2019 academic year, we saw a total of 13 new sailors actively joining us for
our trainings! Of which, 2 already had prior sailing experience. From the enthusiasm that this batch
has shown, it will only be a matter of time before they help propel the club to greater heights!
The result of this many signups can be highly attributed to the sailors who helped out during this
year’s edition of Vivace and Sports Camp, exposing freshmen to the sport! I would like to give an
extra shout out to the year 2s who made this possible through mending the booths and stations at
both Vivace and Sports Camp respectively. They also took the extra effort in conceptualising and
editing the video shown during Vivace! On behalf of the 14th Exco, thank you Year 2s for your hard
work!
These are the active undergraduate members as of December 2018, sorted by matriculation year:
Year 1
Bryan Tan Yi En
Cheng Yong Kiat
Faith Koo Hui Qi
Jairaj Kumaraguru-Ng
Jonathan Chan Wei Hao
Jonathan Ng Bao Xian
Lee Jayin
Lucas Tang Yu-xuan
Risa Lee
Tan Yun Ru
Toh Yi Rui
Tricia Tan Li Lin
Year 2
Bryan Tan Jun Han
Christian Mark Chang Kah Fai
Ee Guo Xiang, Marcus
Kevin Goh Chee Kian
Lee Chong Jie
Lynette Tay Xin Ying
Ng Ying Ning Theodora
Ravipha Nilju
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Year 2
Ng Ying Ning Theodora
Ravipha Nilju
Teo Ling Hang
Year 3
Bernice Foo Ling Li
Chermian Lim You Mei
Chua Zi Hao
Darryl Tan Lip Hou
Goh Jia Xian
Kenny Chee Yew Fai
Ng Zheng Wai
Peck Zi Xin Isaac
Tay Wei Jie, Joel
Year 4
Alison Chia Lin Yen
Germaine Marie Lim Zhuo Min
Ko Yumei
Lee Cheryl
Lei Jia Ying, Cherise
Nicole Quek Zhe Ling
Rebecca Goh Su Min
Sng Jia Ping
Tan De Xun

Closing Address
To say that my journey was smuve (smooth) sailing will be undermining all the challenges I faced
during my term. But through these challenges I have learnt so much; responsibility, interpersonal
skills, conflict and time management skills just to name a few. For that, I am grateful for the club for
allowing me to see myself grow. To the undergraduates and alumni, a big thank you! It is only
through your support and effort that we were able to successfully hold our events!
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Special shout out to our OSL manager, Daniel, who provided insights and contacts to the external
sailing community which aided us greatly during our term. Thank you for being patient and guiding
us throughout the year!
I would also like to thank the seniors and alumni who constantly messaged me, providing me with
valuable advice and encouragement when things got dim. Know that every message and word
spoken was well received and I am eternally grateful for it.
Lastly, to the 14th Exco, thank you for the past year! For bearing with my antics and for making the
process more fun and enjoyable, knowing that we got each other’s back. Cheers to making out of
Exco term remaining as friends! To the 15th Exco, I wish you the very best in your term!
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Chermian Lim
Finance Director’s Address

Dear Sailors,
2018 has been a (thankfully) good year on our budget. Having participated in numerous
regattas both locally and regionally (from Subic Bay Regatta, China Cup to our annual Nongsa
and Top of the Gulf Regatta) as well as hosting various key events, I am glad that our finances
worked out in the end and things went without a hitch!
I am honored to have been entrusted with something as important as the club’s finances and
extremely grateful to the 13th Executive Committee, alumni, seniors and undergraduates for all
their guidance and support. It has truly been a great learning opportunity that I definitely don’t
regret to have taken up.
To both undergraduates and alumnis, thank you for always adhering to the deadlines and
always paying up even though I was quite the loan shark (especially to the undergraduates - got
the nickname from them) in chasing for claims and payments. This really made quite the
difference! Also, for always supporting the Executive Committee in all their initiatives!
It has been a great year and I will now be passing on the baton to Christian Chang, my
successor as the 15th Executive Committee’s finance director. Thank you for the precious
memories (special dedication to my favourite 14th Executive Committee) and everyone, for the
great year.
Here’s to wishing the 15th Executive Committee success in bringing SMU Sailing to greater
heights!
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Isaac Peck
Logistics Director

Dear Sailors,
It has been an interesting and eventful year. In 2018, thankfully, we did not see many damages to
our boats, though there were the usual wear and tear that occurred. With the support of OSL and
SSU, we have been able to keep our boats maintained to the best of our ability, as well as make
strides in obtaining new assets.
With the assistance of OSL, we were able to obtain 2 new Tohatsu engines for our J24’s, which
were dearly needed due to the wear and tear of the previous engines. We were also able to
antifoul 2 of our boats, MAD and SMUve. Another highlight of this year was the sale of SMUxy,
which had received considerable damages to its internal structure.
This year’s focus was largely on the maintenance of our boats, more so than any major repairs that
were needed. Before and during Nongsa, there were no major damages, besides damages to the
railings of SMUve, as well as multiple occasions of fiberglass damages to our boats. Another major
repair was the replacement of 8 of the lifelines on our J24s. The usual sail repairs were also
thankfully at a lower amount compared to previous years, with only some damages to our sails
throughout the year. Due to our stroke of good luck in the reduced amount of serious damages
this year, we were able to direct more funds towards the purchase of new high expense assets,
such as a brand new set of J24 racing sails, as well as 3 new racing Platu spins. We also purchased
new sheets and halyards, as well as installed new winches and maintained them constantly.
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Closing Address
On a personal note, I had a lot of fun as your logistics director in the past year. Although
there were many challenges and unfamiliar experiences, I received plenty of advice and help
from OSL, alumni, as well as my Executive Committee members and other members of the
club. Special shoutouts to Daniel from OSL, who I met weekly for some meeting or another,
as well as my predecessor Jia Ping, who was always ready with advice whenever I needed it. I
would also like to thank the rest of the club for all the cooperation and assistance provided,
to the alumni and seniors who help out even when they don’t have to, to the juniors who
tried their best to even while somewhat confused by it all. Finally, I would like to thank my
Executive Committee, without which this past year would have been nowhere as fun as it
actually was. Much love to you all. I’d also like to wish the 15th Executive Committee all the
best for this coming year, and to a smooth sailing for all!
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Bernice Foo
Training & Development
Officer

Hi, it’s me again! 2018 has been a great year for us overall but we still face challenges trying to
maintain the gap between the learning experience and knowledge of freshmen and seniors. As of
2018, there are less than a handful of previously experienced sailors spread across all four of the
current batches. Fortunately for us, we managed to sign Xu Yuanzhen, a SEA Games Gold
Medalist and 2008 Beijing Olympian, as our coach! Zhen has been a great help to us and it is an
honour to have him on board. Despite the challenges we faced, SMU Sailing has managed to
maintain our competitive edge in the local and international sailing scenes.
Below are our results for the regattas we participated in 2018:

Regatta

Results

3rd Nongsa Regatta 2018

2nd & 3rd (IRC), 1st & 3rd (J24)

SB20 Asian Grand Slam & Asia
Competition 2018

16th & 18th (One Design)

Subic Bay Cup Regatta 2018

3rd (One Design)

Top of the Gulf Regatta 2018

8th, 9th & 10th (One Design)

J24 & Platu National Championships 2018

1st & 3rd (Platu), 2nd (J24)

RSYC Regatta 2018

1st & 3rd (IRC)

21st Western Circuit Sailing Regatta

5th (IRC B), 2nd (J24), 5th & 7th (SB20)

12th China Cup International Regatta
Competition

5th (One Design)
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Looking forward
As with previous years, our club has continued to grow in size. However, the intake of
experienced sailors has been falling. This year, we geared our trainings focusing on building
sailing basics through the help of alumni and our coach, Zhen. Unfortunately, alumni are busy
at work and their time is precious. The same could be said of Zhen as we are working with a
limited budget and cannot afford to pay him for what he deserves. Hence, the way we can
move forward as a club would be to continue focusing on our basic skills so that all seniors can
have a solid foundation. With that, they will be able to perform their secondary roles as
mentors to their juniors and ensure the sustainability of the club.

Gratitude
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our coach, Zhen, for his guidance and valuable
teachings. A big shoutout to our alumni as well, who sacrificed their time to help us for
trainings and regattas. Lastly, thanks everyone for making it a point to come for trainings and
giving your fullest when you are at it!
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Nicole Quek
Marketing &
Communications Director
Ahoy Sailors!
What a year it has been - 2018 passed extremely quickly (mostly due to the fact that I wasn't in
school at all for the whole year). Working virtually for half the Exco term and working offsite for the
remaining half, reinforced the fact that marcomms can be done anywhere and anytime. Nonetheless,
here's the breakdown of what happened in 2018.

Social Media
Since the revival of our SMU Sailing Instagram account, we have been posting quite regularly since
we participate in numerous overseas competitions. We also used that platform to publicise our
sailors for awards at the Sports Appreciation Night 2018 (our most inspiring leader - Colin Tan).

Website, Newsletters, Emailers & Mailchimp
The SMU Sailing website was revamped with a new design and updated with the year's regattas and
events. Newsletters were published on the website every 3 months, including a special edition for
the graduating batch! I know I have been terrorising all of you (especially the freshies) for your boat
write-ups, daily race write-ups and pics - BUT, thank you for putting up with me! Definitely, to justify
the subsidies we receive from OSL and SSU, we showcase all our achievements in each regatta
through an EDM blast to all undergraduates. We continued using mailchimp as it served us well as a
platform to send out weekly emails, training sign-ups and social events (may we have more reason to
meet up more often).

Team attire & Adidas Sailing
The deal with Adidas Sailing continued!! Great news to all, it will be 50% off apparels again :)) We
used the attire budget this year to purchase customised windbreakers for our sailors (please always
check your emails guys or you'll be salty when you miss the deals). Similar to last year, lycras were
also designed for us specifically. These apparels definitely came in handy (be it being in the
scorching heat or in rainy weather) as our sailors participated and represented SMU/Singapore in the
various regattas around the world.
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Sail Camp
Although Raffles Marina is extremely close to JB, we have almost never went on a trip as an
entire sailing club to JB, hence, to the land of cheap and good food and massages we went!
Vowing not to do any more activities in the sun, we ended up at the trampoline park, where
we challenged each other to different stunts and moves (fortunately, no one got injured).
Afterwhich, we chilled at the villa at night and watched the world cup. No matter how late
we slept, we headed back to RM for our yearly tradition of b2b racing!

Last but not least
Being elected into the 14th executive committee and given this role was a great honour.
Thank you to all undergrads and alumnus who would never fail to provide their support and
advice!
As with every Exco, there's bound to be differences and setbacks, but I can safely say that
my decision to be part of this Exco will never change even if I were to turn back time. It has
been a great run with my 14th executive committee (really really thankful that they were so
willing to help and assist me when I was on exchange and LOA)!
To my successor, Kevin, things will definitely be tough for you (since you always take 6 mod
sems) as you juggle the VP role as well, but just shout for help if you need it and I'm sure
we'll be willing to help you out in one way or another! All the best to the 15th Exco!
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Calvin Lim
Alumni’s Address

Alumni Report
2018 has been an eventful year for the Sailing Alumni Group (the “Club”). The Club was
formed with the aim of continuing the traditions espoused by our flagship undergraduate
club and to provide a platform and a family to gather and network while continuing to sail
the seas together. During the year, we welcome the 2018 graduating batch into the alumni
community, and the working world, which provides more youthful impetus to meld along
with the beer-wizened heads of the seniors.

Executive Committee
In line with the mandate of our sailing resolutions, the Club welcomed a new executive
committee (“Exco”) for the year following the annual general meeting and the elections at
the Singapore Management University (“SMU”) lounge. The new Exco comprised, Calvin
Lim, Alexi Lim, Wei Na Soh, Ching Pu Fang, Collin Lim, Mok Zhi Wei, Benjamin Mui and
Isabel Chang. Throughout the year and true to word, the Exco organised a number of events
including the popular monthly (sometimes bi-monthly) alumni drinks as well as watching the
2018 World Cup finals and celebrating Halloween and the End-of-the-year together. We do
expect these to continue and look forward to seeing everyone at these events; Look out on
our Facebook page and emailers to find out more.

On the Water
We continue to make sailing a big part of our lives and at the same time promote the sport
the greater fraternity. During the year, the Club organised our annual dinghy sail-about. True
to fashion and rusty as could be, our sailors endeavour with lots of capsizes and a good
laugh. On the sailing circuit, we remain competitive and connected with the local sailing
scene with many of our sailors actively involved in races on board bigger boats such as Red
Rum, Born in Fire and Waka Tere. Notably, during the Western Circuit Sailing Regatta, a
predominantly SMU-crewed Waka Tere took top prize in the IRC B class along with the
prestigious Open division President’s Cup.
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Greater Interaction
The much-vaulted SMU Sailing Interaction Night was also well attended by undergraduates
and alumni. With the support from our ever-present Andrew Tam, we were able to secure
ALcove, an SMU Alumni space, for the event. More than 60 attendees, comprising of
undergraduates and alumni, participated in the games and discussion during the event. We
do hope to organise more events like these which undoubtedly help to foster greater bonds
and opportunities among the many generations of sailors.
During the year, the Exco has also returned the marketing and communications bugle to
increase the outreach to our alumni. We hope to be able to provide more consistent and
regular updates to the network and also have an active participation from the community. If
you do have interesting ideas that you would like to share, please feel free to contact any of
your friendly Exco member.
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Thank you
We would like to extend our thanks and gratitude to the Office of Alumni Relations and
Alumni Association for the enduring support for the ambitions and activities of the Sailing
Alumni Group without which many of our events might not have been possible.
A big thank you also goes out to Andrew Tam, Vincent Tan and everyone who has provided
for and supported all the events we have pushed for this year. We will continue to serve for
your best interest and we welcome any feedback on improvement and ideas for the future.
Wishing everyone a fruitful 2019 and fair winds ahead!
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